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Burning Questions?

1. Where to find good mentors and angels? 
2. How to build a stronger bond and relationship? 
3. Why should angels invest their time and resources on me? 
4. When should we end a relationship? 
5. Where is my journey of serendipity? 



Today’s Agenda: Improving the Process and the 
Mentoring Relationship with Your Angels

• 01 Finding and Identifying
• 02 Mapping the Relationship
• 03 Analyzing the Bonding
• 04 Redesigning and Re-engaging
• 05 Dancing 
• 06 Nurturing the Relationship
• 07 Discussion/Summary



Dr G

Mentored by many giants in his business life, 
Gregg is now able to mentor others.  He’s a 
business angel, and now an advisor to global 
venture funds (e.g., Fresco), global risk and 
technology consultants (e.g., Protiviti), and 
government advisory bodies (e.g., eBRAM).  
When he is not coaching or mentoring or 
investing in start-ups, you can find him 
teaching some fun subjects like Space 
Entrepreneurship, and this time at HKU.  A 
serial entrepreneur by heart, his next venture is 
building a Space Academy for the Gifted, 
called the Orion Astropreneur Space Academy 
(OASA).  Through OASA, he matches global 
mentors to next-generation young systems 
leaders. 



Consultant * 
Mentor * 
Coach * Angel
What’s the Difference? 



01.  Finding 
and Identifying
Where to find good mentors and angels? 



“When the student is 
ready, the teacher 
shall be present.”  Zen 
Proverb.

• Prof. Walter Vieira, Northwestern University 
and Drexel, First President of the Global 
Alliances of Management Consultants – the 
International Council of Management 
Consulting Institutes



We don’t need a contract.  Just 
work on a project together.  
Robert Cochrane, MD, Coopers

• Father of Modern Corporate Governance 
Prof. Robert Tricker.  
Oxford/Harvard/HKU

• Found him via the library.  Worked on one of 
the first CG projects in town.  

• Became good friends
• Formed a company together
• Wrote a book together



Feeling the Stones

Sir David Akers Jones, 
Acting Governor of Hong 
Kong. Founding President 
of Outward Bound, Girl 
Guide, WWF, Invotech, 
BPF, and OASA



02.  Mapping 
the 

Relationship
How to improve the relationship between 

you and the mentor? 



Visiting Mentors who are 
now “Old Friends”….

• Visiting Prof. Gordon Redding 
with Prof. Alfred Ho.
• Gordon was the founding 
director of the School of 
Business at HKU. Alfred was my 
former supervisor at the MDC.  
Picture taken circa 2019. 
Academy of Arts. London. 



03.  Analyzing 
the Bonding

How deep and solid is your relationship?



Testing and 
Retesting 
Assumptions 
with Mentors

Prof. Charles Foley, Liverpool



What do mentors/angels and 
VCs like to invest in? 



Case: Space Capital’s Systematic Investment 
Philosophy

• Alignment: Thesis and Value Driven (Investor <=> Investee)
• Diligence: Intentional and Diverse (360 view of the Investee - board, 

management team, customers, products and services, perceived risks)
• Synthesis: Quantifiable an Comparable:

• Team (30%), Deal Dynamics (12%), Product and Services (12%), 
Board/Governance (9%), Business Model (9%), Market (9%), 
Competition (9%), and Financial (9%).

• Decision: Unanimous
• Like to invest in “Winners” who have learnt through mistakes.
Source: Space Capital, 2021. 

Investing in Tomorrow’s Star Businesses



DR G’S 5 SELECTION CRITERIA (10 MINS)
1. The Founder (55% à 15%)

¡ Innovativeness + Grit + 10,000 Hours + An Experienced Surfer + Your Aim + Integrity + Self Awareness + mindfulless

2. The Projected Market (15% à 30%)

¡ How Painful + Value Proposition + Unique Selling Proposition + Your Solutions or Key Activities

¡ Sensing + Total Available Market (TAM), Serviceable Available Market (SAM), Serviceable Obtainable Market (SOM)

¡ Competition + Readiness of the Ecosystem

3. The Customer Franchise (how customers love your product) (15% à 20%)

¡ Reinventing customer relationship + customer segment + channel +key partners + rhythm

4. The Founding Team (10% à 25%)

¡ Complementary Skills, Camaraderie (Team Spirit), Bench-strength, Advisory Board, Angels, etc.

5. The Evolving Business Model and Governance of that Model (5% à 10%)

¡ The Power Dance + The Evolving Products and Services (MVP) + scalability + underlying technologies + IP

¡ Finance + cost + resources needed + revenue stream (this is last but will be first at time of IPO!)



04.  Redesigning 
and Re-

engaging
How to restart? 



Different 
Pace of 
Becoming
Each talent blossoms at his or 
her own pace, ignited by the 
right circumstances in the 
broader ecosystemThomas Wong, Founder 

of Bling.  Miki Wong, 
Student



FROM ESG
TO BCORP



1. Redefine and clarify a complex 
issue around climate change or 

extending humanity in space
2. Led by a Young Systems Leader

3. Mentored by Global Mentors
4. Learn functional skills in reframing, 

project management, scaling, 
executive presence, proposing,  
team building, and delivering. 

5. Starts a Journey and passing it 
forward



05.  Dancing
Giving and Taking





Are you or your new start-up worth 
investing in by angels with time and money?
• Market Mindset: How well do you understand your markets? What do you 

hear? Do you truly listen?
• Character: Grit?  History and Habits. Do you give up easily?
• Customers: Would they love you? How do you give back?
• Control: What to hold and what to give? 
• Are you ready to dance? 



06.  Nurturing 
the Relationship 
(through Project 

Engagements)
Where are they?   When was the last time you called? 



Watering 
Your Lawn
When was the last time you 
spoke with your mentor/angel? 



Justin, AJ, and scores are examples 
of my version of a young Marco 

Polo.  Are You ready to be a Young 
Marco Polo? 



What is OASA’s Young Marco Polo 
Program? 

Roles and Accountabilities

• One Process, Three Stages, and Seven Elements over One Semester or Three Semesters
• The Young Marco Polo Program involves 5 parties linked together by OASA: 

• University, 
• A Corporate Member (SME, NGO, or MNCs) of OASA
• The students, the challenge or problem-to-be-solved proposed by the executive of the corporate 

member
• The global mentors (global executives, scientists, the government institutes, and international 

organizations such as the UN.)
• OASA HQS and OASA Interns

• The Young Marco Polo Program is administered by students, guided by older students interned 
at OASA, and powered by OASA headquartered in Hong Kong. OASA provides overall 
coordination, competency workshop, project overview and continuous quality improvements, new 
business and science know-how, and links to incubators and accelerators.



Deliverables of the YMP Program

• To articulate the problem, form hypothesis, conduct experiment using 
multi-interdisciplinary innovative problem-solving approaches.

• To work together and leverage the strengths of teamwork.
• To reference wisdom across space-time (asynchronous and tailored 

learning platform).
• To consider others’ viewpoints and convince others with data.
• To put together a sound proposal and convince sponsors to action.



Relationship 
is 

strengthened 
through 

celebration.  
Don’t forget 
to celebrate



07 Brief Summary

My Journey of 
Serendipity.   

Stepping into the 
river and feeling 

the stone. 

Used a Process 
Map to Highlight a 

Journey, from 
Finding to 
Nurturing.

Getting the best 
out of your 
mentoring 

relationship 
requires continual 
dialogues, testing, 
and prototyping.  

And honesty. 

What is your 
Journey of 

Serendipity?  May 
you live in 

interesting times!



07 Discussions

1. Where to find good mentors and angels? 
2. How to build a stronger bond and relationship? 
3. Why should angels invest their time and resources on me? 
4. When should we end a relationship? 
5. Where is my journey of serendipity? 





Concluding Remarks
Are you ready to dance? 

• The NewSpace Economy has arrived. Why not spend your future there?
• Do you want to manage a 7-11 as a business or do you want to change the 

game? 
• Go with the flow but do jump in.  When flow is calm, time to explore and 

prototype. 
• Reach out to OASA if interested to be a Young Marco Polo as a team or 

by joining a Special Action Group (SAG) as an individual.  Chartered 
members have provided 150 free annual student memberships for 
2021. 



Thank you

OASA Hong Kong  |  www.oasahk.org
chair@oasahk.org

To the space and beyond.

http://www.oasahk.com/
http://www.oasahk.com/

